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Why Choose Castio Farms 
The Castio Brands own and operate state-of-the-art grow and processing facilities located in northern Oklahoma. We 

pride ourselves as a meticulous and creative master medicinal cannabis cultivators and processors with the energy and 

passion to provide the absolute best cannabis experience, and it shows in our product. Our philosophy is more than 

growing and processing the best medicinal cannabis; it is cultivating a way of life.

We Grow Quality 
Our priority is to create unique medicinal marijuana with an enhanced cannabinoid profile. Our indoor facilities produce 

premium cannabis flower, all year round, in modern, climate-controlled environments using high-efficient hydroponic 

and aquaponics system, state-of-the-art CO2 systems, and 100% natural! Every component of our facilities is custom 

designed to create superior products.

We Grow Variety
The strains you’ve heard about in magazines or through stories — we've got them! Finding and producing those products 

is what excites and motivates us. We don’t shy away from insurmountable challenges or things that seem impossible. We 

strive to give you variety and that is exactly what we deliver. With almost 50 different strains, Castio Farms offers one 

of the most varied selections of Sativa, Indica, and hybrid plants in Oklahoma. We carefully select strains that are not 

commonly found in most dispensaries!

We Grow Wellness
TThe ultimate goal of the medical marijuana patient is wellness; to feel better. How that is accomplished is unique to each 

person. Quality, variety, and potency are all factors in determining what is the right product for any one patient. Not only do 

we provide a variety of strains with our products, we provide a variety of potency. While we grow some of the most potent 

cannabis available, sometimes less can be more.

We are a coll is ion of oppor tunity, a vision of possibi l ity, where 
hard work is rewarded, we are family. We are Passion Ignited !

Type of High: When you make use of the Alien OG, you star t feeling 
euphoric and happy at the same time. It also makes you feel uplifted yet quite 
lazy as well. Alien OG is commonly used for depression, loss of appetite, and 
anxiety. 

Description: Although it has roots in California’s very own OG Kush, Alien 
OG is an out-of-this-world strain with a reputation all its own. This strain 
has a surprisingly sweet, citrus-like smell, with notes of lemon wafting up 
from the cured buds. There are also more subtle notes of earth and fresh 
pine. This is one pungent strain, and its odor can linger for a while after it’s 
smoked; this might not be the right choice for any smokers trying to keep 
their consumption discreet.

ALIEN OG
HYBRID

60% Sativa / 40% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Apex Kush cannabis strain provides its user with cerebral 
effects that are laced with haziness, but rid your mentality of any negative 
thoughts.

Description: Apex Kush is an Indica dominant Hybrid strain that upon first 
taste, may have Sativa-like effects and create a pleasant sensation in the face & 
head, which are then followed by relaxing body sensations that leave the user 
feeling wonderfully sedated & pain free. Apex Kush is a hard-hitting strain that 
is not for the inexperienced user. 

APEX
HYBRID

10% Sativa / 90% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: This high star ts with a lifted feeling that fills the mind with 
an unfocused headiness, leaving you giggly and blissfully unaware of anything 
happening around you. 10th Planet is often chosen to treat chronic stress, 
depression, headaches, migraines, and mood swings. 

Description: This bud has a sweet and fruity flavor with a slightly skunky 
sour citrus exhale. The aroma is very heavy and pungent with an earthy 
skunky overtone that turns spicy and gassy as the nugs are broken apart and 
burned away. 

10TH PLANET
HYBRID

40% Sativa / 60% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Banana Hammock R1 cannabis strain gives a strong body high. 
Its potent effects can cause couch lock but are also awakening. It is soothing 
and relaxing.

Description: Large dense purple flowers with fruity tropical terpenes 
smelling of grape and honey make for a delicious smoke. The high is potent 
and soothing, great for settling down into the couch or getting onto a bike 
for a lazy afternoon adventure. It is very frosty due to its heavy amount of 
white crystal trichomes. Its grape aroma has a touch of honey, giving a tropical 
fruity sensation.

BANANA HAMMOCK
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Bakers Delight cannabis strain’s high is very calming thanks to 
its genetics but is also surprisingly good for maintaining focus and completing 
tasks. Make sure to do this before the comedown, which might be a little 
distracted.

Description: Bakers Delight is bound to be one of your new favorite buds. 
Have you found yourself longing for a strain that allows you to still get things 
done without making you too spacey or simply flat out useless? Bakers Delight 
is here to the rescue with a set of effects that are uplifting and provide you 
with focus and creativity for hours on end. The high is great for checking things 
off your to-do list, providing calm and focus to give you the ability to make 
even laundry enjoyable.

BAKERS DELIGHT
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The effects of Black D.O.G. star t in your mind, filling your 
cerebral sense with a tingly bliss that immediately erases any negative or 
racing thoughts. A relaxing body high helps keep you anchored as your mind 
fades fur ther and further into sedation, ending in a deep and peaceful sleep. 
Black D.O.G. is said to be perfect for treating those suffering from conditions 
such as chronic stress, depression, chronic pain, headaches or migraines, and 
insomnia.

Description: As you pull apart each frosty little nugget, fresh earthy aromas 
are released with a notable punch of blackberry to them. The flavor is very 
much the same, with a hint of berries and grapes accented by fresh pine and 
lightly sweetened earth. The Black D.O.G. high is just as delicious as its taste, 
with long-lasting effects that are perfect for those who appreciate a good 
cerebral indica high.

BLACK D.O.G.
HYBRID

15% Sativa / 85% Indica

 Calming        Energizing
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Type of High: Bubba Kush tends to induce soothing yet powerful relaxation 
throughout the body along with a slightly euphoric mindset. It can help with 
insomnia and muscle tension, so consumption should be done in the evening 
and at nighttime.

Description: Bubba Kush is a strain with a thousand stories behind it. While 
not as 'lore-intensive as an OG Kush, Bubba Kush tends to bring about heated 
conversations across the cannabis world. Bubba Kush may taste like chocolate 
and coffee, but this strain couldn’t be more different in terms of effects. 
This is a strain that has a huge reputation as a sleep aid, with couch locking 
capabilities and an ability to really relax you in a multitude of ways.

BUBBA KUSH
PURE INDICA

100% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: With a near-even balance between sativa and Indica, 
Chemdawg, also known as Chemdog, delivers on both fronts. A clear cerebral 
high drives creativity while a stony, sleepy body high fights insomnia and 
relaxes the muscles.  Great for managing mental disorders such as chronic 
stress, anxiety, PTSD, and migraines.

Description: Between its mysterious origin, ambiguous genetics, and the 
plethora of successful crosses the strain has produced, Chemdawg has 
practically secured itself a permanent place in the cannabis hall of fame. 
Chemdawg is a nicely balanced hybrid cannabis strain that’s become quite 
popular over the past several years for both its effects and pungent smell. Its 
scent and taste are classically cannabis, being of diesel and spicy wet earth. 
Cannabis newbies be warned: Chemdawg tends to be very potent.

CHEMDAWG
HYBRID

45% Sativa / 55% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Bruce Banner provides an intense euphoric head high great 
for treating anxiety, depression, and chronic pain. This strain also has three 
different phenotypes, each with different medical benefits.

Description: Bruce Banner is a powerful strain of cannabis named after the 
alter-ego of the big green monster himself, The Incredible Hulk. This green 
monster also has hidden strength and features dense nugs that pack the 
power of very high THC content. 

BRUCE BANNER
HYBRID

60% Sativa / 40% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Blueberry Gum cannabis strain's high has very calming effects 
that can produce a sleepiness that's perfect for those tossing and turning 
nights. This strain can treat depression, anxiety, stress, insomnia, and chronic 
pain. 

Description: Blueberry Gum is a premium indica-dominant hybrid which 
has become quite the rare strain on the legal market. It's nearly a perfect 
50/50 hybrid with a well-rounded set of effects. Blueberry Gum is the child 
of a top-shelf Kush parent and another classic cannabis strain. It has a berry, 
sweet, and slightly earthy flavor. Blueberry Gum is also said to have a bubble 
gum undertone to its aroma. The potency of the strain is unknown due to 
its lack of presence in the legal market. For what it may lack in CBD and 
THC content, it makes up for in flavor ; even the name Blueberry Gum makes 
consumer's taste buds water.

BLUEBERRY GUM
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Blue Banana tends to provide a mellow buzz alongside a relaxed 
sense of euphoria. A great choice when dealing with stress or depression, Blue 
Banana also helps stimulate your creative juices and can help you remain 
talkative in social settings. The effect is yummy-sedative, helping alleviate 
moderate pain and inducing peaceful sleep with no morning grogginess.

Description: The winner of the 2000 High Times Cannabis comes together 
with an extremely high quality! The complex flavors of sweet berries and 
savory kush make this one of our tastiest strains. Her powers are surprisingly 
pleasing and her hold on your brain lasts a good, long time.

BLUE BANANA
HYBRID

60% Sativa / 40% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Chronic is a balanced strain that crosses Northern Lights, 
Skunk, and AK-47 that delivers a well-rounded high that’s right at home in a 
variety of situations. It is particularly useful medically for aiding in pain relief, 
relieving the symptoms of depression, anxiety, loss of appetite, and other 
similar types of conditions. 

Description: Being a living legend among rappers and regulars, it's no 
wonder that Chronic is mentioned as one of the most classical strains of 
weed ever known to exist. In social settings, the strain’s upbeat vibes can 
translate into giddy conversation and shared laughter. As time passes, this 
hybrid’s body high emerges, in part due to its CBD content. The growing 
sense of physical relaxation is good for unwinding with friends after a long day 
or, alternatively, taking yourself on a solo date to the movies.

CHRONIC
HYBRID

20% Sativa / 80% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Cotton Candy marijuana strain induces strong cerebral 
euphoria. Uplifts mood, alleviates anxiety, relieves stress. Prompts giggles & 
chattiness. Followed by body-mind relaxation. Controls pain and helps with 
insomnia. 

Description: Cotton Candy Kush is a popular Indica-leaning plant with 
memorable flavors and an enduring sedative high. The buds have a textbook 
sativa structure, with loose, fluffy leaves that can be torn easily from their 
central stems – their texture is not unlike the wispy spun sugar of cotton 
candy itself.

COTTON CANDY CASH
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Citradelic Sunset cannabis strain’s high is a well-rounded 
blend of cerebral elevation and physical tranquility. Soothing vibes take over 
your body as your mind invites imaginative and introspective thoughts.

Description: Ranging from sour orange and lime to a sweeter profile, this 
strain will make your mouth water. Citradelic Sunset cannabis strain is an 
evenly balanced hybrid by Ethos Genetics. Buds are a gorgeous lime green 
hue with purple undercurrents scattered throughout. Mouthwatering flavors 
include sour, tangy oranges and limes with sweeter, indistinguishable notes. 
Citradelic Sunset cannabis strain is good for daytime and evening usage.

CITRADELIC SUNSET
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Dosi Woah hits the consumer quickly with both barrels of 
psychoactivity – at almost the same time as they detect a tingle in the upper 
face, smokers may notice an uptick in cerebral functioning. Thoughts may flow 
in free association and can aid concentration on task-based, analytical kinds of 
work. Fantastic for depression, ar thritis, and pain. 

Description: This strain puts out an impressive gas, earth, and pine terpene 
profile, and regardless of the phenotype, Dosi Woah! is potent, tasty, and a 
pleasure to grow. The product is a pungent and well-balanced strain whose 
effects seem to last longer than average. This strain is NOT for inexperienced 
cannabis users. 

DOSI WOAH!
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: A true nighttime strain, you will likely feel her hit hard with 
a euphoric lift that makes your brain happy while leaving your body feeling 
heavy and relaxed. This gal can be used to help with depression, traumatic 
stress, and anxiety. 

Description: Crescendo gets its name from the smooth high it is reported 
to produce, which eventually leads to a strong peak that lulls the user into an 
intense euphoric state. When cannabis strains have names that truly describe 
them, it’s a sign that breeders have taken immense amounts of time and care 
in crafting that particular plant. If you are newer to smoking cannabis, we’d 
strongly suggest you steer clear of this gal! 

CRESCENDO RBxV2
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: what really makes this strain special is the pairing of 3% CBD. 
This creates a nice heady high that relaxes your body and lifts your spirits. 
Patients typically use Cookies for depression, loss of appetite, and insomnia. 

Description: Cookies is among some of the most sought-after cannabis 
genetics ever created. It’s no surprise that there’s an entire category at the 
High Times Cannabis Cup that is specifically for the strains born in the poorly 
lit, but constantly buzzing cornerstone businesses of Amsterdam. Moderate 
to high THC levels reach an average of 17% - 18% or higher, but what really 
makes this strain special is the pairing of 3% CBD.  This creates a nice heady 
high that relaxes your body and lifts your spirits. 

COOKIES
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Dream Berry cannabis strain’s high is better than a dream. The 
Dream Berry high has fast-hitting instant pain relief in both mind and body 
through a combination of a potent warming body buzz and a tingly mind 
relieving euphoria. It provides fast pain relief mentally and physically, with an 
ecstasy that grows into a lethargy and a case of the munchies culminating in 
an amazing night of rest. Dream Berry is said to be ideal for treating chronic 
insomnia, nausea, mild to moderate cases of depression, and nightmares.

Description: Dream Berry has a heavenly aroma of sweet sugary blueberry 
and a fantastically delicious taste of sweet sugary blueberry with a tangy fresh 
lemon aftertaste. A syrupy blueberry flavor and matching taste with zesty 
lemon aftertaste makes this strain taste like an irresistible slice of pound cake. 
The buds have a tight, compact structure with relatively small leaves that 
curl tightly inward. The leaves themselves are a yellowish green with some 
phenotypes showing off flashes of purple as well. 

DREAM BERRY
HYBRID

20% Sativa / 80% Indica

 Calming        Energizing
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Type of High: La S.A.G.E. cannabis strain's high will bring you to lofty heights 
with its classic Sativa high that won't weigh you or your energy levels down 
at all.

Description: La S.A.G.E. is an amazing selection from a regular S.A.G.E. strain 
and a Skunk Sam male from seed. It produces dense flowers and is covered 
in resin at the end of flowering. Its first entry into the Cannabis Scene came 
when it was entered in the Bio-Cup and winning 1st place! The following 
summer it was entered at the Irun Cup in the Basque country and won 2nd 
place for Sativa. Then it tested the highest THC of all entries at the last High 
Times Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam. Three entries- three wins- La S.A.G.E is 
the ideal plant for all the Sativa lovers who like to also get good production.

LA S.A.G.E.
HYBRID

80% Sativa / 20% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The Lemon Berry Candy OG high comes rushing in mere 
minutes after your final toke, hitting your mind first before spreading 
throughout the rest of your body. You’ll feel energized and motivated with 
a creative and motivated overtone that’s packed full of focus. Lemon Berry 
Candy is perfect for treating chronic fatigue, ADD, ADHD, depression, mood 
swings, chronic stress, and nausea

Description: Lemon Berry Candy OG is a concentrate lover’s dream with 
trichome-rich buds and sharp notes of candied lemons, sweet berries, and 
gassy undertones. Consumers have noted feeling elevated, energetic, and 
engaged shortly after the first puff. The bud has a sweet and sour citrus 
overtone that’s accented by sweet berries and heavy diesel.

LEMON BERRY CANDY OG
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: It delivers a powerful effect with a sativa character thanks 
to the cannabinoids level of up to 30%. It contains a CBD level of 1%, CBG 
level of 1% and high THC levels of up to 25% or even more depending on 
the phenotype.

Description: Crossed with the Pink Grapefruit pheno of Memberberry, 
consumers can expect a grape skunk aroma with tar t grapefruit and gas 
undertones from this unique strain. Its lofty high will have you in a whimsical 
mood from sunup to sundown.

GRAPE DIAMONDS
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Cannabis consumers looking for a true hybrid are sure to 
enjoy the even effects of Glue RBx3. Whether you’re seeking the soaring 
head high of a sativa strain or the sedative power of an indica strain, GG4 will 
provide a stress-free experience that leaves your body and mind wrapped 
in relief.

Description: Bred by Ethos out of Colorado, Colorado Chem RBX3 is a 
complex cross of ((Chemdog 4 x Chemdog 91) x Chemdog x I-95) x Original 
Glue. As a tribute to Chemdog, this hybrid sativa will pique anyone’s interest 
after the initial whiff. Its sour and gassy smells are true to Chemdog, and the 
plant grows dense and vigorous with significant lateral branching. This strain 
is beautiful from the garden to the bag and will uplift and invigorate you 
throughout the day.

GLUE RBx3
HYBRID

37% Sativa / 63% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The effects hit hard between the eyes and lay into the body 
with each hit. Forbidden Fruit’s deep physical relaxation and mental stoniness 
make it perfect for dulling minor physical discomfort, discarding stress, 
depression, insomnia, and loss of appetite. 

Description: Ready for a tasty experience? Forbidden Fruit’s terpene 
profile is a perfect mixture of Cherry Pie’s musky, sweet cherry undertones 
and Tangie’s loud tropical flavors. There are also notes of pine, mango, and 
passionfruit candy. We assure you once you’ve tried this strain, you’ll have a 
hard time imagining Eden with anything else. 

FORBIDDEN FRUIT
HYBRID

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Early Glue RBx1 cannabis strain's long-lasting stone brings 
a tingly euphoria which eventually moves into a more numbing, physical 
sleepiness and an urge to snack on everything.

Description: A gorgeous homage to Original Glue, Early Glue RBx1 by 
Ethos Genetics crosses Black Fire F1 with Original Glue. The result is a 
plant with beautiful dense stacked flowers that are light green with purple 
calyxes and blanketed in resin. Its potent high is long-lasting, offering users a 
heightened mood and overall physical relaxation.

EARLY GLUE RBx1
HYBRID

40% Sativa / 60% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Lambs Breath It smells like a sweet cigarette all the while 
tasting spicy and dank with lime undertones. After smoking the strain, the 
effects kick in gradually. The high star t off by lifting your mood, do not be 
surprised if your feel extremely euphoric. But the best thing about the strain 
is that you will feel an increase in creativity and introspection. Since it is a 
sativa strain, its effects are mostly cerebral.  Because of its uplifting properties, 
this strain is great for mental health issues such as depression, stress, bipolar, 
and mild anxiety. Too much of the strain, however, can at times agitate severe 
anxiety and is not recommended for those who suffer from PTSD. However, 
because of its ability to focus the mind, patients who suffer from ADHD can 
also benefit from Lamb’s Bread. 

Description: Unlike Malawi Gold, which is mostly seen as a myth, everyone 
generally knows that Lamb's Breath is real. The reason why is because it's 
a favorite cannabis strain in Jamaica, and regularly gets mentioned in classic 
reggae songs. It's also the most popular strain of weed in Rastafarianism. The 
buds are sticky and large, but very dense at the same time. Apart from being 
dark green in color, the buds are covered by crystals and orange hairs. “When 
you smoke the herb, it reveals you to yourself.” Cliché as it may seem, this 
Marley quote couldn’t be more perfect for this strain. 

LAMBS BREATH
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: This strain emits a pungent citrus aroma with a musky Cheese 
undertone. Lemon Cake is recommended to combat stress, loss of appetite, 
and minor physical discomfort.

Description: Lemon Cake offers a jolt of sativa energy that tapers into full-
bodied relaxation. Cannabis testing lab Analytical 360 has rated Lemon Cake’s 
potency as between 12% and an impressive 25%. Lemon Cake is a super 
sweet and lemony strain that will leave you anything but sour. This strain has 
a taste akin to lemons, sugar, and cheesecake. It can help to boost your mood 
as well as give you a burst of energy, so it’s a great strain for afternoon use.

LEMON CAKE
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Lilac Diesel is a highly potent proprietary strain that offers 
some excellent effects to lift mood and provide relaxation. The cerebral and 
physical effects offer a happy mellow sensation, letting users almost sink into 
the experience. This is all punctuated by a pleasant euphoria. Lilac Diesel is 
ideal for eliminating stress and promoting sleep. 

Description: Lilac Diesel crosses numerous genetics to bring an entirely 
new strain to the market. A Silver Lemon Haze x Forbidden Fruit is crossed 
with NYC Cherry Pie and Citral Glue to bring out this flavorful chemy strain. 
Big buds have a complex terpene profile, including notes of citrus, sweet 
berries, earthy pine, and chem. Lilac Diesel is a great afternoon strain for a 
lackadaisical adventure.

LILAC DIESEL
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Master OG marijuana strain induces strong cerebral euphoria 
followed by body-mind relaxation. Uplifts mood, relieves stress, prompts 
giggles. Helps with pain and nausea. Promotes laziness and sleep. May cause 
paranoia and anxiety.

Description: Master OG has won several awards over the years.  It won 
The Cannabis Cup, known as the Superbowl of pot, twice – once in 1992 and 
again in 1993. It is also the strain of choice for none other than Snoop Lion 
(Snoop Dog). Master OG produces strong, but not overwhelming, euphoria 
that can leave users in a blissful haze. More experienced users report a rise in 
creativity and intellectual curiosity.

MASTER OG
INDICA DOMINANT

40% Sativa / 60% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Although Zkittlez comes on relatively quickly, its head-focused 
effects tend to be subtle. Some slight pressure around the eyes and temples 
may occur at first. As smokers become accustomed to this feeling, though, 
they are able to appreciate the strain’s action on their sensory perception.

Description: This bud’s appeal was strong enough to earn the title of 
Best Indica at the 2015 High Times Cannabis Cup held in Michigan. Like its 
namesake, this strain offers you the opportunity to taste the rainbow – but 
as it turns out Zkittlez lets you see a rainbow too. Depending on phenotype, 
the plant’s thick and chunky flowers appear in a variety of greens and purples, 
with vibrant orange hairs (or pistils) sprinkled throughout. The eye-catching 
purple hues are the result of high concentrations of anthocyanin pigments.

MELONAID 
ZKITTLES 
HYBRID

40% Sativa / 60% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The high star ts with an immediate flip of the switch, slamming 
into your mind and launching it into a creative happy state. At the same 
time, your body will drop away into a deeply relaxing state that leaves you 
slightly sedated but not sleepy. Rather, you'll simply be heavily couch-locked 
and kicked back. Zsweet Insanity is often chosen to treat those suffering 
from conditions such as chronic pain, migraines or headaches, depression and 
chronic stress or anxiety.

Description: Zsweet Insanity is a rare evenly balanced hybrid strain (50% 
indica/50% sativa) created through crossing the classic Durban Poison X 
Rainmaker X OG Glue strains. Perfect for any hybrid lover who appreciates 
a super sweet flavor, Zsweet Insanity brings on the hard-hitting and full-
bodied effects with just a single toke. This bud has a super sweet flavor with a 
surprisingly spicy woody exhale. The aroma is very pungent and spicy with a 
deep herbal overtone that lingers long after the nugs are burned away. 

MALTEZERS 
HYBRID

60% Sativa / 40% Indica

 Calming        Energizing
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Type of High: This uplifting creation from Serious Seeds delivers a strong 
energizing high that gradually tapers into a relaxing, mellow stone.

Description: The delicious flavors of strawberry, candy, and bubble gum 
make this a must for sweet tooths. It is also highly recommended for those 
looking to relax with a soothing experience. Strawberry Akeil pairs well with 
creative work before gently winding you down into a state of relaxation.

STRAWBERRY AKEIL 
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Super Silver Haze creates a beautiful, sticky sativa that boasts 
an energetic, long-lasting body high. The uplifting effects are a great for high 
stress levels or when suffering from a lack of appetite or nausea.

Description: Strains that stand the test of time merit proper respect. If you 
feel like Super Silver Haze has been around for a while, you’re right. Known 
for being the king of all sativas in the 1990s, Super Silver Haze has taken home 
many awards from various Cannabis Cups throughout the years.

SUPER SILVER 
HAZE
HYBRID

80% Sativa / 20% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Stardawg users describe the high as an extremely active and 
uplifting sativa head buzz with pressure felt behind the eyes and in the neck. 
You'll experience a huge burst of energy and urge to be social and talkative. 
These potent sativa effects are accompanied by a relaxing mellow indica body 
buzz. Stardawg is an ideal strain for treating conditions such as chronic stress, 
fatigue, and anxiety disorders.

Description: Stardawg buds have small to medium-sized dense popcorn-
shaped nugs that are bright minty green with olive green and rich amber 
undertones. These nugs are specked with fiery orange and deep amber hairs 
and a fine layer of white crystal trichomes and resin. Expect the herb to be 
dense and frosted with resin, so much so that the dark green color with red/
orange hairs is hard to see.  

STARDAWG 
HYBRID

90% Sativa / 10% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The effects of this strain are typical of a dominant sativa 
variety. With up to 18% THC, a few tokes of this strain will produce almost 
instant euphoria combined with fast-acting cerebral stimulation. For many, 
this is the perfect “wake and bake” strain, leaving them motivated, focused, 
productive, and ready to take on a wide variety of tasks. Medical patients tend 
to turn to Original Amnesia for fast-acting relief from stress, depression, or 
a low mood.

Description: The aromatic and flavor profiles of this strain are reminiscent 
of other sativa varieties. Take a whiff from a fresh batch of these buds and 
you’ll notice evident earthy aromas coupled with sweet, citrus, slightly fruity 
undertones. In terms of flavors, users generally notice a strong earthy, slightly 
grassy flavor with still some subtle citrus notes. We recommend treating it 
with respect, it is overwhelmingly powerful and you have to be careful with it, 
because it can cause blackouts.

ORIGINAL AMNESIA
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Effects are powerful and take over quickly, much like the 
conqueror it is named after. The head high is powerful with this one, and most 
of its effect is felt in the brain. A high THC content makes this strain ideal for 
complete stress and anxiety relief.

Description: All hail, Caesar! This nearly perfect hybrid cannabis plant 
produces ultra-dense, long buds that look like they were rolled in table sugar 
crystals. Julius Caesar has a strong, funky skunk with hints of earth and diesel. 
Those looking for an instant mood boost or pain relief appreciate Julius 
Caesar’s power and its smooth taste.

SILVER CAESAR
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Monster Profit's effects are mostly cerebral – energetic, 
uplifting, social, and focused – which makes for a great strain to use throughout 
the day, tackling daily activities. Aromas and flavors are not the most intense 
and pungent, but they do deliver a nice, smooth exotic and sweet taste.

Description: Heavyweight Seeds has created a real monster, its effects are 
powerful as its THC levels are at an incredible 22%, causing a very active and 
clean mental effect accompanied by a body relaxation that makes it the ideal 
variety to smoke before going to sleep.

MONSTER PROFIT
HYBRID

60% Sativa / 40% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Total Paralysis has an intense, berry-like flavor with spicy and 
earthy hints. It gives a typically Indica effect even though it is quite a sativa 
plant – you’ll feel physically relaxed and mentally stimulated at the same time. 
This strain is medicinally apt for treating pain.

Description: Total Paralysis buds give off a delicious flavor profile of berries 
and spices followed by an earthy after taste, making it a tasty choice for 
dabs. Smoke responsibly, as Total Paralysis is sure to wow even the more 
experienced smokers.

TOTAL PARALYSIS
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: White Cheese marijuana induces moderate cerebral high 
followed by body-mind relaxation. Energizes the mind, boosts creativity, 
prompts giggles & socialization. Relieves nausea and stress, has great analgesic 
and anti-inflammatory properties.

Description: A jack of all trades strain that lets you relax, kick back, and 
mellow out after a hard day at work. There are lots of marijuana strains 
designed for mixed feelings and moods. Some strains keep you aler t and 
awake, some help you fall asleep, and some few rare ones seem to satisfy you 
somehow regardless of what you need. White Cheese is definitely one of the 
latter varieties, somehow morphing into whatever you need it to be in that 
particular moment.

WHITE CHEESE
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Zour Apple is a rare Indica dominant hybrid strain. It is more 
relaxing in nature with a super heavy potency that will have you totally knocked 
out in no time flat. It is best used for depression, anxiety, and insomnia. It has 
a relaxed, sleepy, and creative effect. 

Description: With thick colas that pump out a rich sour apple, dry floral, and 
chocolate chem terpene profile, Zour Apples is not to be missed by anyone 
looking for unique aromas. Alongside tasty flavors, this strain offers a quality 
high that comes on strong, then tapers into a warm relaxation. 

ZOUR APPLE
HYBRID

20% Sativa / 80% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: White OG high hits you hard with a heavy smash to the head 
of a heavy cerebral effect that leaves you incredibly hazy and stony with no 
hope of regaining your functionality. Excellent for patients who suffer from 
chronic pain, mild to moderate cases of depression, chronic stress, anxiety, 
muscle spasms, tremors, and inflammation. 

Description: White OG is one of the hardest hitting indicas in most 
collections. Settling in late in cure, the terpenes present in White OG are 
subtle but very fruity. Thick, woody smoke, indicative of OG Kush, is typical 
and can be a bit harsh for newcomers. Between its incredible flavors and 
hard-hitting effects, this sought-after heiress will certainly be your next 
favorite go-to strain. 

WHITE OG
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The high star ts with an immediate flip of the switch, slamming 
into your mind and launching it into a creative happy state. At the same 
time, your body will drop away into a deeply relaxing state that leaves you 
slightly sedated but not sleepy. Rather, you'll simply be heavily couch-locked 
and kicked back. Zsweet Insanity is often chosen to treat those suffering 
from conditions such as chronic pain, migraines or headaches, depression and 
chronic stress or anxiety.

Description: Zsweet Insanity is a rare evenly balanced hybrid strain (50% 
indica/50% sativa) created through crossing the classic Durban Poison X 
Rainmaker X OG Glue strains. Perfect for any hybrid lover who appreciates 
a super sweet flavor, Zsweet Insanity brings on the hard-hitting and full-
bodied effects with just a single toke. This bud has a super sweet flavor with a 
surprisingly spicy woody exhale. The aroma is very pungent and spicy with a 
deep herbal overtone that lingers long after the nugs are burned away. 

ZSWEET INSANITY 
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing
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Castio Farms Platinum Series

Type of High: Elephant Parade induces strong cerebral euphoria. Uplifts 
mood, energizes body and mind. Boosts creativity, giggles and chattiness. 
Improves appetite, may prompt arousal. Alleviates stress and depression.

Description: Elephant is an old school bud with a lineage lost to time. This 
strain supposedly acquired its name for the elephant-sized colas it creates 
during its flowering cycle. The chunky flowers express a sweet and sour aroma 
that is reminiscent of candy and citrus while also retaining a subtle spiciness. 
Elephant has a strong cerebral buzz that immediately strikes the head and 
settles behind the eyes. It’ll also get you talking and stimulate your creative 
side. Enjoy Elephant throughout the day to ignite appetite, spark creativity, and 
enhance all manner of physical activity.

ELEPHANT PARADE 
SATIVA DOMINANT

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Like most Indica strains, it should be used in the afternoon or 
at night as users will become drowsy. For this reason, it is a good medication 
for insomnia. Mendocino Purps' mood elevating effects make it effective 
medicine for relief from stress, anxiety, and depression.

Description: Mendocino Purps, or Mendo Purps, is an Indica strain that 
won High Times Cannabis Cups in 2007 and 2009. Inexperienced users, or 
those with a lower tolerance, should be aware of this strain's ability to induce 
powerful drowsiness and laziness. The taste has been likened to a caramel 
coffee and woodsy pine. Mendocino Purps can be hard to find, though it can 
be found on the black market in many places.

MENDOCINO
PURPS
HYBRID

40% Sativa / 60% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: This bud pakcs a punch of effects that will have you kicking back and stress-free in no time at all. The high star ts with a light lifted effect that fills your 
mind with a touch of cerebral energy and euphoria. As your mind lifts into this active and focused state, your body will begin to settle into pure relaxation. You'll be 
physically calm and totally at ease without too much couch lock or sedation. Pinkman Goo is often chosen to treat those suffering from conditions such as chronic 
fatigue, depression, chronic pain, insomnia and chronic stress.

Description: Some of the best things are found in the most unlikely places. This exceptional cannabis plant was salvaged from a seed found in an Altoid box hidden 
behind a stove. Now, the remarkable strain is one of the first in history that produces not only a glistening trichome coating but oozes with thick resin droplets. 
Pinkman Goo is an interestingly rare and notorious pure-Indica strain that has a classic sweet fruity berry flavor with a touch of spicy grapes and herbs upon exhale. 
The aroma is very herbal and spicy with a berry coffee overtone that is slightly earthy at times.

PINKMAN GOO 
HYBRID

20% Sativa / 80% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Jalisco Resinator has a very earthy and dank odor, with a 
considerably skunky pungency. There’s also a woodsy scent lurking underneath 
that releases spicy a peppery notes. The strong cerebral euphoria can verge 
on too trippy for some, but get to your happy place and you’re more likely 
to experience the rich sensory experience this sativa has to offer. You will 
notice a concerted pressure in the face, especially around the eyes and 
temples. Along with this novel physical sensation comes an uptick in cerebral 
thinking, as ideas jump from one to the next in free association. Best used for 
depression, anxiety, and migraines. 

Description: Jalisco Resinator is a legendary landrace strain from Mexico 
with unknown origins. Today’s cannabis market, driven by our widespread 
obsession with variety, rarely sees these pure landrace strains. Some experts 
believe that about 100 of these rare strains exist today. Put simply, landraces 
are the origin of all modern cannabis strains. They are the genesis of cannabis 
in society and reflect its state of development, or evolution, before modern 
humans began breeding and cultivating the herb for medicine, lifestyle 
enhancement, and profit. 

JALISCO RESINATOR  
PURE SATIVA

100% Sativa

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Malawi Gold is prized among cannabis users for its uplifting 
clear-headed high that won't weight you down or leave you feeling anxious 
or paranoid. This high hits you fast with a crashing wave of cerebral energy 
that leaves you laser-focused with a sense of motivation and purpose. Because 
of its moderate THC level, the cerebral effects are not too overpowering 
and are perfect for any level of cannabis user. Because of these cerebral 
sativa effects, Malawi Gold is often a choice for treating fatigue, mild cases of 
depression, chronic stress, and nausea. 

Description: Most people tend to brush off Malawi Gold as a legendary 
strain that doesn't really exist. However, the truth is that it's been around for 
decades and continues to be one of the rarest marijuana strains on the planet. 
Malawi Gold is a legendary landrace strain that has grown naturally in Malawi 
for generations. This bud has pyramid-shaped bright neon green super leafy 
nugs with red hairs and frosty amber hued trichomes and sweet sticky resin. 
Malawi Gold has a classic sativa aroma of sweet and spicy fresh herbs with 
just a hint of banana and an enticing taste of sweet and spicy herbal tea with 
just a touch of earth upon exhale. If you are lucky enough to encounter this 
mythic bud, cherish its potent and invigorating effects, as you are consuming 
one of the surviving ancestors of modern cannabis.  

MALAWI GOLD 
PURE SATIVA

100% Sativa

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The Candy Store high is definitely a creeper, with a slow 
burning effect that will build and build before suddenly taking hold. Candy 
Store is perfect for treating conditions such as depression, chronic stress, 
chronic pain, appetite loss, and PTSD. 

Description: Candy Store is a super rare evenly balanced hybrid strain! 
Known for its insanely delicious flavor, Candy Store will have you coming 
back for more and more just after one toke. This lovely lady packs a sweet 
and sour berry candy flavor with a light touch of spices upon exhale. This 
strain is sure to be a hit as an afternoon treat, when a lazy day is just what 
the doctor ordered.

CANDY STORE R1
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The high star ts with a subtle build of euphoria, filling the 
mind with a sense of pure happiness and ease that pushes out any negative 
or racing thoughts immediately. This is accompanied by a sleepy physical high 
that quickly has you feeling fully sedated before you know it.

Description: This bud has a lovely spicy herbal flavor with a sweet pine 
exhale. The aroma is very similar, with a heavy earthy overtone that’s 
accented by black pepper and spicy herbs. Morockin' Kush buds have long 
pepper-shaped minty green nugs with bright neon green nugs, light purple 
undertones, long thin reddish-orange hairs and a coating of light purple tiny 
crystal trichomes.

MOROCKIN' KUSH
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Limited Series

Type of High: With Redbone you'll feel a rush of euphoria first that fills your 
mind with a sense of tingly creativity and energy. Soon, this effect will push 
out any negative or racing thoughts, leaving you slightly unfocused without 
affecting your energy in the slightest. This lady is perfect for treating those 
suffering from chronic pain, depression, headaches or migraines, ADD or 
ADHD, and chronic fatigue. 

Description: Bred from Mandarin Cookies, Purple Punch, and Temple Kush 
F3 make this a unique limited series strain from the mad scientist at the Ethos 
Labs! The aroma is very earthy and kushy with a sour tangerine overtone that 
turns slightly pungent as the nugs are burned. If you're looking for a super 
bright flavor and a loud high, you've found it!

REDBONE
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing



Type of High: SexBud cannabis strain will pleasantly hurl your mood into 
the sky and infuse you with euphoric happiness that will erase all painful or 
stressful thoughts.

Description: With its titillating nature, SexBud is an exciting strain. Sensual 
tropical fruit fragrances are uncovered upon toking this variety. SexBud is the 
product of years of hard work. This is the spectacular result of a cross of a 
special White Grapefruit phenotype with our legendary C99. SexBud was 
launched only recently (2015) and has since been gaining popularity rapidly.

SEXBUD
HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Known for possessing a relaxing yet intensely euphoric high, it 
is also described as having a “creeper” effect as well as pronounced appetite 
enhancement. This is the perfect strain to enjoy during outdoor activities like 
hiking and concerts. Users can also become chatty and sociable. The strain 
commonly fosters a sense of euphoria, creativity, energy, and relaxation.

Description: Where’s my F@#$ing Beer is a legendary sativa-dominant 
strain originating in the Matanuska Valley area of Alaska.  According to the 
legend, it was originally a Northern California sativa crossed with a Russian 
ruderalis, but sometime in the late 70s it was crossed with Afghani genetics 
to make it heartier. 

WHERE’S MY F@#$ING BEER 

HYBRID

80% Sativa / 20% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: High THC and low CBD give a very heavy stoned effect 
reminiscent of old-school Afghani hash plants. Phat Freddy is perfect nighttime 
medication for pain, stress, insomnia, and muscle spasms. 

Description: Awarded with the third prize at the Cannabis Cup. With 
undeniably chunky Indica-style buds, but deceptively thin and heavily serrated 
sativa-style leaves, Phat Freddy is a hybrid not grown for the faint of heart! 
Born from the cross between the Mt Cook cannabis genetics with a Hash 
Plant male famous for its high THC levels, it arises as a great plant, created to 
delight strong Indica lovers.

PHAT FREDDY 

HYBRID

20% Sativa / 80% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Strange Brew cannabis strain's high is a delicious blend of 
relaxation and ecstasy that has an uncanny ability to melt stress. You’ll feel a 
light uplifted euphoria at the onset of the high, filling your mind with a sense of 
unfocused creativity that leaves you feeling blissfully unaware of life’s anxieties 
or stressors. 

Description: Ready to have a taste of this Strange Brew? Just one toke of 
this super potent and delicious bud will have you practically begging for more! 
Strange Brew is a rare sativa dominant hybrid well suited for chronic stress, 
PTSD, depression, chronic anxiety, and nausea or appetite loss. 

STRANGE BREW 

HYBRID

70% Sativa / 30% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Viper City OG cannabis strain's high will give you bountiful 
happiness that lets you release all doubts, negative energy and overthinking. 
You can settle into the cozy Indica body high whilst listening to music with 
friends or alone. Great for inflammation, stress, and loss of appetite. 

Description: Known for its insanely high THC level, Viper City is not to be 
underestimated, even for the most experienced patients. This bud has a super 
spicy skunky flavor with hints of sour citrus and diesel upon exhale and a 
fruity aroma to match. Viper City cannabis strain's high will give you bountiful 
happiness that lets you release all doubts, negative energy and overthinking.

VIPER CITY
HYBRID

25% Sativa / 75% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The Prophet Cannabis Strain has a potent package of head 
effects. The Tang Tang phenotypes have a very strong head presence, with a 
feeling of a boulder rolling around inside the back of the skull at times.

Description: This strain was released in 2010 by Grindhouse Medical Seeds. 
It has notes of incense, hash, citrus, and the backing deep chocolate/coffee 
notes of the Bubba, but the Tang Tang just has less aroma overall, smelling 
mostly of the trichomes that coat every surface.

THE PROPHET
PURE SATIVA

100% Sativa

 Calming        Energizing

Private Collection
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Type of High: Pablo Escobar cannabis strain's high lasts up to an hour and 
a half, releasing neck and tension shoulder as a slightly enhanced focus tingles 
through the body while providing relief. Unlike the person it is named after 
it can treat ar thritis, PMS, headaches, stress, pain, and nausea. Pablo Escobar 
cannabis strain is ideal for any time of night or day.

Description: The strain is overwhelming and intensely strong, making you 
cough initially until you adjust to the harshness of the toke. With a pungent 
aroma reminiscent to diesel and a berry sweet flavor, you won't be able to 
resist this delicious and indulgent strain.

PABLO ESCOBAR
HYBRID 

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: The Indica effects definitely hit you and make you want to eat 
and lay on the couch but not necessarily fall asleep. FMJ is often chosen to 
treat conditions such as chronic stress or anxiety, PTSD, depression, chronic 
fatigue, and insomnia. 

Description: FMJ has a very unique odor that almost relaxes you just by 
smelling it! You'll feel an immediate clear-headed effect after your first hit or 
two of FMJ, leaving you mentally pain-free and euphoric. This is accompanied 
by a touch of creativity that quickly turns unfocused and sleepy as the high 
continues to work its way through your mind. Like the fame Gunnery Sergeant 
Hartman from the hit movie. This baby is not messing around! 

FULL METAL JACKET
HYBRID 

30% Sativa / 70% Indica

Type of High: Shortly after savoring the bud’s rich flavor profile, smokers are 
hit with a strong feeling of physical relaxation, star ting in the neck and head 
and spreading down through the core. Aches and pains as well as muscular 
tensions are quickly eased.

Description: Clear your schedule because Konkrete Kush is one potent 
Indica! It gives off a natural, mountain peak-like smell which makes the house 
smell outdoorsy. Up close it might smell a bit pungent, but apart from that 
it has quite a chocolaty aroma. It is perfect for lazy days as it allows you to 
relax and lay back. 

KONKRETE KUSH
PURE INDICA

100% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Global Hawk cannabis strain's high has a potent couch-lock 
effect that is best saved for days when you don't need to be too functional. 
These physical effects weigh heavy over the soul with bliss, like an anti-anxiety 
blanket. Excellent for depression, anxiety, and insomnia.

Description: Global Hawk is a cross between GG4 and Hashplant and 
exclusive to Castio Farms! This strain is potent! Through our global seed finder 
team we were able to track down a few from our supplier and are super 
excited to offer them to our clients. 

GLOBAL HAWK
HYBRID

75% Sativa / 25% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Type of High: Generally, the effects of Denver Underground are the perfect 
blend of its parent strains. A lot of Sativa at the star t, quickly followed by Indica 
like effects, as the high progress. It star ts strong and powerful, immediately 
energizing, uplifting, boosting focus and concentration, promoting happiness 
and lightness. 

Description: Denver Underground is a pheno of Denver Durbin Kush. 
Castio Farms tracked this rare exclusive strain through the relentless efforts 
of our seed team. Get ready for sweet candy and earthy gas terps that ooze 
from its oily trichomes. Durban Kush is recommended for experienced users 
suffering from conditions such as chronic pain, depression, muscle spasms, 
chronic stress, and inflammation.

DENVER 
UNDERGROUND
HYBRID

50% Sativa / 50% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Jedi Mind Trick strain is a Castio Farms exclusive! With heavy weight parents 
like Louie Vuitton and Sour Diesel prepare to travel to a galaxy far far away 
when enjoying this potent lady! 

Parents: Louie Vuitton and Sour Diesel 

Louie Vuitton – (hybrid) Louis Vuitton OG is a hybrid strain, this strain's only 
known parent is OG Kush. It originates in Afghanistan. It may taste fruity, spicy, 
earthy, sour, and piney. When smoked, this strain can make you feel euphoric, 
creative, calm, numbness, appetite gain, and pain relief. 

Sour Diesel – 80% Sativa 20% Indica – This fast-acting strain delivers energizing, 
dreamy cerebral effects that have pushed Sour Diesel to its legendary status. 
Stress, pain, and depression fade away in long-lasting relief that makes Sour 
Diesel a top choice among medical patients. This strain took root in the early 
’90s, and it is believed to have descended from Chemdog 91 and Super Skunk 
(two legendary strains).

JEDI MIND TRICK
HYBRID

80% Sativa / 20% Indica

 Calming        Energizing

Private Collection

 Calming        Energizing
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